Tacoma Police detectives need your help to identify the suspects responsible for an armed robbery of a pharmacy.

At 10:34 a.m. on Friday October 16, 2020, the pictured suspects robbed the Hospice Pharmacy located in the 5400 block of Pacific Ave. S. in the City of Tacoma.

The two suspects loitered inside the business for a short time, then approached the pharmacy counter and forced their way through an employee access door. One of the suspects threatened a pharmacist with a large screwdriver, and then the two suspects stole numerous bottles of prescription pain medication before running out of the pharmacy.

The suspects were described as light skinned black males, approximately 5’10” tall and 175 to 185 lbs. Both suspects were seen carrying backpacks and wearing surgical style masks.

Receive up to $1000 dollars for information leading to the arrest and charges filed for the person in this case.

Call 1-800-222-TIPS
All Callers will remain anonymous